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Henri Cartier-Bresson's *Photoportraits* contains a picture of Carl Gustav Jung and one of J. Robert Oppenheimer, the scientists among this book's great and good. His shots usually reveal a sublime essence, and so they do for science: both men are gazing intensely, yet their eyes are not fixing on anything. To be sure, scientists need to be curious, but this is not their specificity and, accordingly, not Cartier-Bresson's subject. Jung's and Oppenheimer's gaze, concentrated but somewhat lost, is turned inward. These pictures capture a scholar's defining state; the arduous, but joyous process of reducing a messy something to a conceptual or mathematical pattern that provides for a deeper understanding of reality, including the cognizant self.

The object of my curiosity is public law because of its dialectic relationship with public authority. It provides for a field of engagement (fight it? use it? identify with it?) as well as a path to understanding society and the individual as a part of it. Public law was once exclusive to the type of social organization called the “state.” This exclusivity is no more: supranational and international organizations wield competences that transform them into institutions of public authority. Sketching the public law features of different settings and their interplay, hence, might help to illuminate and to develop our postnational
constellation. For the discipline, this calls for an identity of public law *tout court*, fusing domestic, supranational, and international public law.

This text presents ten formative books in the order I studied them, but from where I stand today. It is a reconstruction certainly influenced by the wish to be coherent and continuous. One might be surprised by the number of philosophical texts. To some extent, this is because I also studied philosophy. But there is a nonaccidental reason too; philosophy is a discipline centered on great books. Legal scholarship, by contrast, relies on a web of academic texts that are far more interchangeable; there is no “canon” the intimate knowledge of which is considered essential. The longing to write a lasting book is rather vain, as in most sciences.3 I take this as a liberating insight. A legal scholar's role is to nurture his or her contemporary debate, unafraid of being overcome.

### 1. Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Critique of Pure Reason)

Shortly after enrolling at university, I started attending Wolfgang Wieland's courses on German idealism, in particular, on Kant's *Critique of Pure Reason*. On no other book did I spend as much time. Through the *Critique*, Wieland taught how to approach a great text; there is no shortcut between the surface of words and the depths of meaning. The joy of real understanding is preceded by the pains of textual labor. For every passage one must distill the core idea, the structure of the thought, and the basic argument; it is a slow process. Another lesson to be grasped was the portrayal of conceptual clarification and system building as vital academic activities on the road to scientific insight.

One might question the *Critique*’s relevance for legal scholarship. However, it has been a driving intellectual force behind the unfolding of legal scholarship in Germany. Friedrich von Savigny was deeply indebted to German idealism.4 Legal scholarship's striving for a system underlying the multifariousness of norms and judgments finds here its finest basis. Accordingly, the ontogenesis of my scholarship simply follows the phylogenesis of the discipline. Of course, the comprehension of a legal system has evolved. Once it tended to be crypto-idealististically understood as inherent in the law, whereas today systems are mostly seen as constructions for ordering and managing, and their role is far more circumscribed. This, though, does not diminish system-orientation as such:5 it remains axiomatic that scientific knowledge requires a system.


Law school in Germany usually conveys an utterly technical understanding of law, and legal scholarship appears focused on patterns in order to solve complicated cases according to a largely autonomous (and somewhat obscure) rationality. Rüthers's book was liberating, as it revealed the study of law as a path to understanding social reality. By sketching the operation of the German civil code under three different political regimes—the Wilhelminian Reich, the Weimar Republic, and, above all, the National Socialist dictatorship—it provides a gripping, deeply troubling narrative of German vicissitudes in
the twentieth century, down where life occurs. The book substantially advanced the understanding of my country, and of the legal order as part of a social totality. The isolated province of positive sources, doctrinal schemes, authoritative concepts, and technical skills emerged as part of a far broader landscape; law evolved from being a set of technical rules to a social, and morally ambivalent, institution.

The book also stands for courage as a value of scholarship. Against the almost unanimous view at the time, it points out that legal positivism (formalism) cannot be charged with the failure of many jurists to withstand the Nazi assault. Twisting the rules in anticipatory obedience is exposed as a rather common feature. In fact, the antiformalists, many of whom were still powerful when the book appeared, took the lead. By contrast, formalist arguments were used, rather, to protect the persecuted. Although it shows the limits of legal determinacy, the book makes a potent argument for formalism. My skepticism regarding natural law thinking and similar theories of justice was fortified.

3. Hagen Gülzow, Strafrecht: Band 1, Allgemeiner Teil; Bände 2 and 3, Besonderer Teil, Selbstverlag (Course on Criminal Law: volume 1, General Part; volumes 2 and 3, Special Part, published by the author)

Mastering the final law exam in Germany essentially requires the application of schemes and technical skills to hard cases. Most students take private courses in their last year, largely taught by attorneys, to prepare, and many attribute their lawyering tool kit to their Repetitoren (which is a bit, but not completely, unfair). Hagen Gülzow, a criminal defense lawyer as well as external faculty at a police academy, opened up to me the logic of legal argument.

A core element of a legal system's legitimacy is its circumspection when analyzing an issue, together with the argumentative justification of any decision. Gülzow's course revealed the manifold schemes as condensed wisdom on how to find the relevant norms and issues, an absolutely crucial legal qualification. Good schemes are a prime product of legal scholarship, a pinnacle of an elaborate doctrine. Moreover, the so-called legal methods were explained and applied as what they are: flexible tools of justification. Gülzow's course was a splendid introduction to the operation of the German legal order and conveyed the joy of the craft.

4. Immanuel Kant, Zum ewigen Frieden. Ein philosophischer Entwurf (Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Essay)

I passed the state examination and went on to pursue a doctorate. Kant's Perpetual Peace, little studied in 1984, appeared to be a promising topic to combine philosophical and legal interests. Its impact was as formative as it was unsettling. His argument for a moral duty to strive for a truly public international order is compelling. The same holds true for his treatment of the domestic and international order, seen as two sides of the same coin, heralding the fusion of domestic and international public law. Although presenting a skeptical anthropology, he deconstructs personal payoffs as the sole criterion of individual action to the benefit of a nonutilitarian approach, based on the capacity of
generalization and the capacity to conduct oneself according to maxims. He presents a trenchant critique of mainstream international law, while advocating the judicialization of all politics. Affording the individualistic view of society universal reach and founding universalism on a most advanced theory, Kant lays, I understood later, the groundwork for constitutionalism as a general paradigm for public law. The gap between this vision and political reality appears as the setting for meaningful individual commitment.

Nevertheless, I decided not to dedicate myself to Kant. Something was disturbing, and something was missing. With hindsight, I realized that his vacillation between a true world federation and mere federation of free states was the expression of a deep moral problem and of a conceptual trap I could not address adequately, but which continue to haunt me. Moreover, the Kantian law tilts so much toward what ought to be that it risks losing the capacity to provide insight into social reality and, hence, of the situated self.


I turned to Hegel. Again, my scholarly ontogenesis followed the phylogenies of the German discipline of public law. The challenge was to decipher the Hegelian concept of statute law in light of the theoretical groundwork developed in his *Science of Logic*. If Kant's *Critique* had been difficult, Hegel's *Logic* tested the outer limits of my endurance. The law of the legislator and the law of nature, it emerged, flow (in Hegel's thought) from the same concept; both reveal a (not the) deep structure of reality (“Logic of the Essence”) and are to be developed in light of one foundational principle (“Logic of the Concept”).

Of the *Compendium*’s many lessons, the most influential was that freedom is the best basis for any adequate construction of law in modern times. It is the freedom of the individual, but of a historically and socially situated self. Any adequate understanding of the self requires the study of the objective spirit, and the study of the structure and principles of law, in particular, public law, is one main avenue to its cognizance (history being the other). Contrary to many others, I distilled an emancipatory concept of law. In 1986, in the shadow of the Berlin Wall and after much hesitation for fear of being ridiculous, I concluded my dissertation stating that the *Compendium*, according to my reconstruction, presents the march to freedom as irresistible: advocating reform but predicting liberal revolution if reform does not materialize.

Despite its emancipatory potential, Hegel's philosophy of law promotes with fearsome vigor conventional German attitudes. To be part of the mainstream is a virtue; the public administration merits trust; the state provides the guiding totality of an individual's existence. Hence there is, different from Kant, far too little space for personal transformative engagement.
In 1989, Eberhard Grabitz, a leading professor of European Community law, hired me. Working for European integration seemed a promising way to combine Kantian commitment with Hegelian realism. Grabitz passed on his enthusiasm for participating in the development of a body of law that could then be used in a good fight for a right cause: to embed a uniting Germany, not completely free of nationalist reconsiderations, within a progressive Europe.8

For all the fun and excitement, the dearth of strong concepts and systematic exposition was disconcerting. I was operating in thick fog when by pure accident I hit upon Weiler's sistema: it was the only aesthetic volume on a book shelf.9 Rarely have I read an academic text with such thirst for knowledge; from page to page, the fog lifted and true understanding emerged. The positive texts, core judgments, legal doctrines, common knowledge, and mainstream insights from political science, namely, the well-known bits and pieces, which so far were for me but a disorganized jumble, were reined in by powerful concepts and brought into an order that made sense of these bits and pieces because it showed them in their interrelatedness: voilà, the essence of a true system. Moreover, the text, although rather implicitly,10 provides for a normative vision where a Kantian and a Hegelian tradition might meet: a true transnational public order that is entrenched in reality and does not do away with a situated self. An embedded, yet progressive, project for the postnational condition came into sight.

The importance, the nature, and the modes of dealing with legal indeterminacy form a core issue of legal scholarship, affecting the discipline's identity and legitimacy, as does the associated controversy. Sure, it is hard to find a scholarly text nowadays defending the so-called positivist (formalist) position that the application of a positive rule to a concrete case is fully determined by that rule. Yet much controversy remains. Whereas for some the legal form is but a charade, others search for a path to rationalize and domesticate the exercise of formal power. Koch's and Rüßmann's Theory of Legal Argumentation makes the case that a deductive mode of reasoning is possible and constitutionally required in a democratic society.

The book reconstructs the various aspects of the problem with the contemporary apparatus of formal logic and language theory. It introduces powerful concepts that fix the flux. But the most important contribution is the proof that vagueness (which is what indeterminacy is for them) and discretion, both necessary and welcome though not overarching features of any legal order, put burdens of argumentation on the deciding institution. If the positive source does not yield a decision free from doubts, it is possible to adduce additional grounds that can substantiate that decision. Vagueness and discretion are competences, but they should come at a price. Any legal decision can be fully argued,
that is, *all* necessary premises can be laid open, and there is a normative expectation that the authorities, be it courts or administrative agencies, do precisely this. If they do not, it is one of the finest tasks of legal scholarship to reconstruct legal decisions to lay those further premises open and to critique them. For this essential task, a doctrinal system is indispensable,\textsuperscript{11} and the doctrinal embedding of the courts’ operation remains an important normative project. Many decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, the European Court of Justice, and the Federal Constitutional Court would be more rational if they were more doctrinal,\textsuperscript{12} but that requires scholars to work likewise.

8. Niklas Luhmann, *Das Recht der Gesellschaft* (Law as a Social System)

Conceptual clarification and system building (and maintenance) are at the heart of most basic research, but philosophers are often best in clarifying the clarifications and checking the operational logic and directional thrust of systems. This needs to be done anew for every historic constellation, calling for innovation in other disciplines. Like many of my generation, I felt lucky that two great and antagonistic thinkers did this work for the Bonn Republic, giving us the freedom of perspective. For me, the core text is Luhmann's 1993 book, read with Jürgen Habermas's 1992 *Between Facts and Norms*.\textsuperscript{13}

Although presenting two opposing concepts of reason, their concepts of law share many features that nurture my understanding. For example, today's complex law is best understood employing a communicative paradigm; law's primary roles are the reduction of social complexity and the stabilization of normative expectations; this stabilization occurs mainly through general norms; ever-growing functional differentiations represent basic thrusts of social development; the political system does not sit at the pinnacle of society but is one system among others; law and politics are different social spheres operating under different logics; the coupling of politics and law occurs mainly through the legislature; the enactment of law and its application are categorically different processes; there is a world society. Yet, given the antagonism between these opposing visions, it is left to the reader to decide if there is only a functional rationality, or whether there remains a noninstrumental, overarching rationality leading to further emancipation.


Comparison is a prime path to orientation and insight into most human activities, thus comparative law presents an equally fine method of scholarship; it features prominently in my second book. Atiyah's and Summers's book provides a wonderful example how to do it and what can be achieved. I turned to the book with little knowledge of American and British law and received not just a useful introduction but a lasting lesson on law in general and the potential of legal comparison. It also proves the Hegelian point that law is a formidable route to understanding social reality.

The book shows what one should look at when engaging in comparisons, such as the way framing rules and crafting judgments; the operation of parliaments, administrations, and
courts; the sociology of the judiciary; the bars and law schools; the modes of reasoning; academic publishing; theories and anecdotes, history and policies. That is also what needs to be studied if law is conceived of as an institution. Most impressively, the authors fit all this into 432 pages, forming a pleasantly written, coherent whole. The trick is to work with theoretically reflected concepts. There is nothing more practical than sound theory.


One classical genre of the novel is the bildungsroman, epitomized by Goethe's *Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre* (Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship). It takes the reader on a long, twisting, and captivating journey through the ups and downs of life, thereby providing for her edification, personal development, and maturing. A bildungsroman leaves a mark on a thankful reader. Like many scholars of my generation,14 I acknowledge Koskenniemi's mark, in particular because of the journey I undertook through his *Gentle Civilizer*. It stands for a type of scholarship that involves the entire self, and it nurtures the hope that one might still produce texts that can leave a visible trace in our discipline's history, best by forging its future memory.

Koskenniemi revealed my meandering between Kantian and Hegelian elements as the individual representation of my (and the German) discipline's phylogenies. The German mode comes out as a specific strand of thinking, though not an idiosyncratic one. The global marketplace of ideas needs many voices to fulfill its promise; accordingly, both advocating yet also evolving a specific tradition in light of contemporary challenges and other traditions can be a meaningful contribution to that marketplace. The global condition can sharpen a sense of identity, which is creative and hence beneficial if embedded in a dialogical mode.

For the project of fusing international, supranational, and domestic public law, the *Gentle Civilizer* exhorts not only their common moral ambivalence but also the emancipatory potential of the legal form. For the German tradition, its plea for formalism raises the prospect of defending doctrine through the reasoning of one of its most trenchant critiques. Yet, the book ends with the gesture of Adorno's and Horkheimer's *Dialectic of Enlightenment*. It leaves the reader alone, as do most great books, but propels him further along that wonderful process pictured by Cartier-Bresson.


2 " The identity of a German law professor is that of a *Wissenschaftler*, a broader term than “scientist,” encompassing those dedicated to law, to the humanities, and to natural phenomena.

4 " Joachim Rückert, *Idealismus, Jurisprudenz und Politik bei Friedrich Carl von Savigny* (Idealism, Jurisprudence and Politics with Friedrich Carl von Savigny), Gremer, Ebelsbach, 1984, 232 et seq., a text from the shortlist for this article.


10 " His “Transformation of Europe” is more explicit in this respect, 2474 et seq.

11 " For an outstanding explication for an American audience see Alexander Somek, *The indelible science of law*, I.CON 7 (2009), 424, 431 et seq.

12 " For an elaboration, see Bernhard Schlink, *Abschied von der Dogmatik* (The demise of doctrine), Merkur 60 (2006), 1125, short-listed.

13 " Jürgen Habermas, *Faktizität und Geltung* (Between Facts and Norms), Frankfurt am Main, Suhrkamp 1992, short-listed.
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